






 was founded in 1963 in the centre of the renowned area of Brianza. From 

the very beginning the company has specialized in this world-famous manufacturing area by producing 

classical style furniture. 

Due to the passion for wood craftsmanship, the constant commitment to the pursuit of perfection and 

the ability to adapt its products according to each Customer’s requirements, the company has been 

able to establish a solid international sales network.

All of the projects conceived by   fully represent the potential of the collections 

concept by following the European and extra European market trends, where the company comes 

across the requests of several demanding countries.

As the years passed the Projects division has expanded and has developed its own particular features, 

leading the company to focus on the creation of new and fully customized items, along with the 

standard collections.

 

Nowadays the attention of the company management is aimed towards the creation of a proper business 

philosophy, referred to as The After Work Living Philosophy, which entirely involves the Customer by 

conveying a particular mood and a certain lifestyle signed by .

THE COMPANY



That is how the Living Philosophy signed by  comes to life in order to pursue 

the exploration of style, conceived as the soul of living emotions. This kind of Philosophy is thought to 

take pleasure in sensations across the products that have been designed to be experienced beyond 

the current trends.

The setting frame also features the sophisticated elegance of lines, the deceiving ambience atmosphere 

and the refined quality of the details.

A stylistic Design is conceived in order to enhance its value over time with a refined international taste 

for its products.

In order to reinforce the new Living Philosophy, the company  has chosen 

to redesign its image by introducing the new Brand that embodies the distinguishing features of the 

company through the research of geometrical elements typical of the Architecture of the early ‘20s. 

The sinuous lines of elegant and essential forms reflect the new company profile.

THE AFTER WORK LIVING PHILOSOPHY AND THE NEW BRAND



HENRY sofa
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HENRY ci rcu lar  sofa
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HENRY sofa system
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HENRY sofa
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OSCAR smal l  tab le
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OSCAR smal l  tab le

CALACATTA VAGLI

BRONZE AMANI

EMPERADOR DARK

TOBACCO

SILK GEORGETTE
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GIANNUTRI sofa
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GIANNUTRI armchai r
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WOODY smal l  tab le
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GIANNUTRI bench
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DAISY bookcase system
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DAISY bookcase system
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DAISY bookcase system
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 V IV IEN sofa
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VIV IEN sofa
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JACK sofa -  GRANT smal l  tab les
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PAUL sofa
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PAUL sofa
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PAUL semic i rcu lar  sofa
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GATSBY  bookcase system
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GATSBY  bookcase system
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GATSBY bookcase system
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GATSBY  bookcase system
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RICHARD  sofa
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MADDALENA  armchai r
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CAPRI  bookcase system
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CAPRI bookcase system
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CAPRI bookcase system
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PANAREA sofa
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PANAREA armchai r_sofa
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PANAREA angular  sofa
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PONZA swive l  armchai r
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PONZA  swive l  armchai r  -  FIL ICUDI  smal l  tab le
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FIL ICUDI smal l  tab le
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FIL ICUDI tab le
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FIL ICUDI consol le
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MOLARA pouf  b ig_pouf  smal l
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GIGLIO  sofa

colore piu caldo
non bronzo ma 
laccato scuro
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GIGLIO  sofa
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GIGLIO armchai r
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GIGLIO smal l  a rmchai rGIGLIO  smal l  sofa_bench
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CAPRI etagere
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CAPRI showcase_tv s tand
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CAPRI bookcase
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CAPRI consol le CAPRI  wr i t ing desk
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GERONIMO to tem
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CAPRI tab le
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CAPRI rectangular  tab le
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AUDREY chai r
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AUDREY chai r  -  CAPRI  tab le
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CAPRI showcase
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MARILYN chai rMARILYN lounge_bergere_pouf
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CAPRI s ideboard
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CAPRI s ideboard
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JANE chai r  -  CAPRI  tab le
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JANE LOUNGE chai r  -  F IL ICUDI LOUNGE tab le
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CAPRI bar cabinet
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CAPRI bar cabinet
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VANITY tab le
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VANITY tab le  -  ISCHIA chai r
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VANITY showcaseVANITY showcase_bar
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VANITY s ideboard
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VANITY consol le
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LIPARI  tab le
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HOLLY chai r_smal l  a rmchai r
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LIPARI  tab le
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PANTELLERIA s ideboard
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PANTELLERIA bookcase
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PANTELLERIA showcase
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PANTELLERIA bar cabinet
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VULCANO tab le -  ISCHIA chai r
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VULCANO tab le
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VULCANO tab le
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ISCHIA chai r_smal l  a rmchai r
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GRACE chai r_smal l  a rmchai r
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LIPARI  desk
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LIPARI  wr i t ing desk
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LIPARI  wr i t ing desk
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GATSBY bookcase system
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VANITY semi curved  desk VANITY EVO desk
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VANITY squared  desk
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SHARON of f ice armchai r  -  VANITY curved  desk
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TIFFANY cof fee tab le
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TIFFANY ova l  tab le
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BRAD STRIPES bed
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BRAD STRIPES bed  -  CAPRI  bedside tab le
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CAPRI chest  of  drawers_beds ide tab le
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CAPRI toe let te -  AUDREY chai rCAPRI chest  of  drawers
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GARY bed
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VANITY chest  of  drawers_beds ide tab le
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VANITY squared toe let te
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VANITY round toe let teVANITY squared toe let te
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GARY bed
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GIGLIO smal l  a rmchai r MARILYN bed -  VANITY bedside tab le -  LINOSA smal l  lamp
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VANITY chest  of  drawers
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MARILYN bed
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VANITY wardrobe
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BRAD CURVED bed
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BRAD CURVED bed
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CAPRI wardrobe
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ELBA bed
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ELBA bed -  PIANOSA bedside tab le -  LINOSA  smal l  lamp
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PIANOSA  chest  of  drawers ELBA bed -  PIANOSA bedside tab le
LINOSA  smal l  lamp
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CAPRI walk- in c loset
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CAPRI centra l  chest  of  drawers
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CAPRI walk- in c loset  is land
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FAVIGNANA  k i tchen
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FAVIGNANA k i tchen
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FAVIGNANA k i tchen double face un i t
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CARLOTTAPLUS  k i tchen
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CARLOTTAPLUS  k i tchen
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LEVANZO  cha i r_armchai r_stoo l
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SISSY lamp
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SISSY lamp
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LINOSA  lamp
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CAPRI doors
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CAPRI doors
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CAPRI doors
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VANITY doors
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VANITY doors
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GRETA doors
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HARDING carpet
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TAFT carpet
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WILSON carpet
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METROPOL carpet 

KHAMA carpet 

SUITE carpet 

CARPETS
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Cushion 01 - 55x55 cm.
with coordinate trimming 
and logo

Cushion 03 - 55x55 cm.
with coordinate profile 
and logo

Cushion 02 - 55x55 cm.
with coordinate trimming 

Cushion 15 - Ø 45 cm.
with coordinate trimming 
and button

Cushion 13 - 45x30 cm.
with coordinate profile and 
four decorative buttons

Cushion 11 - 45x30 cm.
with coordinate trimming

Cushion 12 - 45x30 cm.
with coordinate profile and
two decorative bands

Cushion 14 - 45x30 cm.
with coordinate profile

Cushion 16 - Ø 45 cm.
with coordinate profile 
and button

Cushion 09 - 45x45 cm.
with coordinate profile

Cushion 10 - 45x45 cm.
with coordinate profile and 
two colors

Cushion 17 - 45x16 cm.
with coordinate profile 

CUSHIONS

Cushion 06 - 45x45 cm.
with coordinate trimming 
and logo

Cushion 07 - 45x45 cm.
with coordinate trimming

Cushion 08 - 45x45 cm.
with coordinate profile 
and logo

Cushion 04 - 55x55 cm.
with coordinate profile

Cushion 05 - 55x55 cm.
with coordinate profile 
and two colors

Cushion 18 - 55x55 cm.
with square decorative band 
and coordinate profile.

Cushion 21 - 45x50 cm.
with perimetral stripe and logo 

Cushion 22 - 45x50 cm.
with perimetral stripe

Cushion 23 - 45x30 cm.
with two colours

Cushion 20 - 55x35 cm.
with two colours
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HANDLES

MC 01
Brass handle, finishing col. bronze. 
Insert in Murano glass.

MC 04
Natural buffalo’s blond textured 
horn handle.

MC 02
Brass handle, finishing col. bronze.

MC 05 
Natural buffalo’s blond textured horn 
oval handle with spacers, finishing 
glossy palladium/glossy gold.

MC 03
Brass handle, finishing in glossy 
palladium/glossy gold. Insert in 
natural buffalo’s blond textured horn.

VICTORY
Brass infused handle, 
finishing col. bronze.

FLY 
Metal Handle, finishing col. bronze. 
Insert in walnut root/glossy ebony.

CAPRI
Solid wood handle, finishing 
in wood/col. bronze.

CRISTAL
Solid wood handle/knob, finishing in wood/ 
col. bronze.

MC 06
Natural buffalo’s blond textured horn 
handle with spacers, finishing glossy 
palladium/glossy gold.
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GATSBY 
Brass handle, finishing col. bronze. 
Insert in leather/galuchat.

NASTRO 
Brass handle, finishing col. bronze. 
Insert in leather/galuchat.
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VANITY mir ror  b ig_mir ror  smal l 

BIG

SMALL
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MIR 04

MIR 05 MIR 06

MIR 07

MIR 08

MIR 09

MIR 10

MIR 01
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MIR 02_03

MIR 02

MIR 03
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MIR 11

MIR 12
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Upholstered chair and small armchair with the back 
backrest with buttons.
Base ebonized or lacquered.

ISCHIA chai r_smal l  a rmchai r

Pag.188

Rectangular table.
Base and top edge upholstered in leather.

VULCANO tab le

Pag.180

Rectangular table lacquered.
Leg inserts in leather.

CAPRI tab le

Pag.122

Rectangular table with top in wood and leather bands.
Legs with leather inserts.

LIPARI  tab le

Pag.164

Round table.
Base col. bronze. 
Top in marble or wood.

FIL ICUDI tab le

Pag.96

Chair ebonized o lacquered with wood back or back covered 
in leather and upholstered seat.

AUDREY chai r

Pag.128

Chair and small armchair in solid wood. 
Upholstered seat and back.

HOLLY chai r_smal l  a rmchai r

Pag.168

Upholstered chair in fabric with trimming and buttons 
in fabrics. Base in solid wood ebonized.

MARILYN chai r

Pag.137

Bergere and louge chair upholstered in fabric 
with trimming and buttons in fabrics. 
Base in solid wood ebonized.

MARILYN lounge cha i r_bergere

Pag.136

Upholstered chair and lounge chair. 
Structure lacquered.

JANE chai r_ lounge cha i r

Pag.142/144

Oval table with top in wood and central leather insert.
Base in wood and inserts col. bronze. 

TIFFANY tab le

Pag.208

Rectangular table in wood.
With inserts and tips col. bronze.

VANITY tab le

Pag.150
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Small armchair covered with fabrics. 
Legs ebonized.
Feet col. bronze.

GIGLIO smal l  a rmchai r

Pag.111

Sideboard lacquared gloss structure with two external wavy
doors lacquered gloss. 
Two internal doors lacquered with leather frame. 
Top in marble. Base col. bronze/chrome/gold.

PANTELLERIA s ideboard

Pag.172

Sideboard lacquered structure with two lacquered side
doors, two central doors in leather. 
Two internal drawers.
Leg inserts in leather.

CAPRI s ideboard

Pag.141

Sideboard lacquered structure with three lacquered doors.
Leg inserts in leather.

CAPRI s ideboard

Pag.140

Sideboard wood structure. Two side doors in wood.
Two central glass doors. Two internal drawers.
With inserts, profiles and tips col. bronze.

VANITY s ideboard

Pag.161

Sideboard wood structure. Eight side drawers in wood.
Two central doors in galuchat leather. Two internal drawers.
With inserts, profiles and tips col. bronze.

VANITY s ideboard

Pag.160

Sideboard wood structure. Three doors in wood.
With inserts, profiles and tips col. bronze.

VANITY s ideboard

Pag.160

Upholstered chair/small armchair.
Structiure ebonized or lacquered.

GRACE chai r_smal l  a rmchai r

Pag.190

Upholstered chair/small armchair with rhombus pattern.
Legs lacquered.

LEVANZO chai r_smal l  a rmchai r

Pag.286

Small sofa covered with fabrics, legs ebonized.
Feet col. bronze.

GIGLIO smal l  sofa

Pag.110

Upholstered stool with rhombus pattern.
Legs lacquered.

LEVANZO stoo l

Pag.287
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Bar cabinet in ebony, with wavy doors, 
central part with bronze mirror. 
Base col. bronze. Internal light.

PANTELLERIA bar cabinet

Pag.178

Consolle lacquered structure.
Leg inserts in leather.

CAPRI consol le

Pag.118

Consolle in solid American walnut.
Insert, base and tips col. bronze.

VANITY consol le

Pag.162

Etagere lacquered structure.
Three drawers in leather and open spaces.
Leg inserts in leather.

CAPRI etagere

Pag.113

Semicircular consolle.
Top in marble.
Base col. bronze / metal chrome/black nickel/gold satin.

FIL ICUDI consol le

Pag.98

TV unit lacquered structure.
Two drawers in leather and open space.
Leg inserts in leather

CAPRI tv  un i t

Pag.114

Showcase lacquered structure, doors in glass.
Internal drawers in leather. Back in bronze mirror.
Shelves in glass. Leg inserts in leather.

CAPRI showcase

Pag.134

Showcase in solid wood. Two doors in glass. 
Two internal drawers in leather. Shelves in glass. 
Back covered in technical fabric. 
With inserts, profiles and tips col. bronze.

VANITY showcase

Pag.159

Showcase with glass dors with pattern, glass shelves.
Base col. bronze.

PANTELLERIA  showcase

Pag.177

Bar cabinet lacquered structure with lacquered and 
wood/leather doors. Internal drawer. 
Back in mirror/black mirror. Shelves in glass. 
With interior lights.

CAPRI bar cabinet

Pag.146

Showcase bar in solid American walnut. Two doors in glass. 
Central door in leather. Shelves in glass and drawers. 
Back covered in technical fabric. 
With inserts, profiles and tips col. bronze.

VANITY showcase bar

Pag.158
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Writing desk two internal sides in wood. Structure lacquered.
Top in leather. Six leather side drawers, with technical fabric
background. With tips col. bronze.

VANITY semicurved wr i t ing desk 

Pag.200

Writing desk two internal sides in wood.
Top in leather. Six leather side drawers, with technical fabric
background. With tips col. bronze.

VANITY squared wr i t ing desk 

Pag.202

Writing desk two internal sides in wood. Structure lacquered.
Top in leather. Six leather side drawers, with technical fabric
background. With tips col. bronze.

VANITY curved wr i t ing desk 

Pag.204

Writing desk two internal sides in wood. Structure lacquered.
Top in leather. Eight leather side drawers, with technical 
fabric background. With inserts col. bronze.

VANITY EVO wr i t ing desk 

Pag.201

Writing desk with four legs with leather insert.
Drawers front covered with leather.

LIPARI  wr i t ing desk 

Pag.194

Low oval/high round small table.
Top in marble.
Base col. bronze / metal chrome/black nickel/gold satin.

FIL ICUDI smal l  tab le 

Pag.93/95

Low oval/low round/high round small table. 
Structure ebonized.
Basament col. bronze.

OSCAR smal l  tab le 

Pag.18-21

Coffe table high round in wood. 
Base in wood with inserts col. bronze.

TIFFANY cof fee tab le

Pag.206

Low round/high round small table.
Structures col. bronze / metal chrome/black nickel/gold satin.

WOODY smal l  tab le 

Pag.28

Side/low tables in wood. 
Internal lacquered.

GRANT smal l  tab le 

Pag.44-47

Writing desk lacquered.
Leg inserts in leather.

CAPRI wr i t ing desk

Pag.119
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Chest of drawers and bedside table in american 
walnut solid wood.
Top with american walnut inlay.
Tips and inserts col. bronze.

VANITY chest  of  drawers_beds ide tab le

Pag.224/233

Oval chest of drawers and bedside table upholstered in leather. 
Top in marble.
Base finishing in gold leaf.

PIANOSA chest  of  drawers_beds ide tab le

Pag.256/257

Chest of drawers/Bedside table. Structure lacquered.
Drawers in leather with bottom in technical fabrics.
Leg inserts in leather.

CAPRI chest  of  drawers_beds ide tab le

Pag.216/246

Toelette lacquered. 
Internal space with bottom in technical fabrics.
Mirror reseable. Leg inserts in leather.

CAPRI toe let te 

Pag.219/243

Toelette top in leather. Drawer covered in technical fabrics. 
Units for accessories. 
Inserts, basement and tips col. bronze.

VANITY toe let te 

Pag.228/229

Bench in solid wood. 
Upholstered in fabrics/leather.
Manual flanging of single nails.

GIANNUTRI bench

Pag.30

Padded small sofa and bench upholstered in fabric/leather.
Legs in ebonized solid wood.

GIGLIO smal l  sofa_bench

Pag.110

Bench in solid American walnut. Upholstered in fabrics/
leather capitonne’. Insert and tips col. bronze.

VANITY bench

Pag.222/234

Bench lacquered upholstered in fabrics/leather.
Leg inserts in leather.

CAPRI bench

Pag.212/244

Pouf upholstered. 
Structure ebonized/lacquered.

MARILYN pouf

Pag.136

Big/small hexagonal pouf upholstered in fabric/leather.
Big pouf with inner compartment.

MOLARA pouf 

Pag.100/101
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Armchair upholstered, bronze base and armrests with inserts
lacquered colour bronze.

PANAREA armchai r

Pag.87

Office chair orientable with padded back cushion, covered in 
leather. Mechanism with adjustable depth and lift seat in gas. 
Fixed arms covered, based on 5-spoke polished aluminum. 
Completed with brake wheels.

SHARON of f ice armchai r 

Pag.204

Sofa upholstered with capitonne’, with manual flanging of
individual nails. 
Solid base ebonized.

GIANNUTRI sofa

Pag.26

Sofa upholstered, bronze base and armrests with insert
lacquered colour bronze.

GIGLIO sofa

Pag.103/107

Armchair upholstered, bronze base and armrests with insert
lacquered colour bronze.

GIGLIO armchai r

Pag.108

Bed upholstered with manual flanging of the nails.
Legs in metal.

BRAD STRIPES bed

Pag.212

Bed upholstered with manual flanging of the nails.
Legs in metal.

BRAD CURVED bed

Pag.242

Bed with bedframe covered with leather with central part
covered with velvet capitonne’. 

ELBA bed

Pag.254/258

Bed in solid wood. Headboard upholstered capitonne’.
Side straps and footboard upholstered.
Trimming and tips col. bronze.

GARY bed

Pag.222/230

Bed in solid wood ebonised. Headboard upholstered.
Side straps and footboard upholstered.

MARILYN bed

Pag.238

Upholstered swivel armchair, back backseat in leather.
Seat and backseat in fabric. Lacquered base.

PONZA swive l  armchai r

Pag.92

Armchair upholstered with capitonne’, with manual flanging 
of individual nails.
Solid base ebonized.

GIANNUTRI armchai r

Pag.25
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Sofa upholstered with fabrics, bronze base and
armrests with inserts lacquered colour bronze.

PANAREA sofa

Pag.85

Sofa upholstered with fabrics, bronze base and
armrests with inserts lacquered colour bronze.

PANAREA angular  sofa

Pag.88

Sofa upholstered.
With manufacturing quilted in vertical strips.
Legs in metal.

PAUL sofa

Pag.152

Sofa semicircular upholstered.
With manufacturing quilted in vertical strips.
Legs in metal.

PAUL semic i rcu lar  sofa

Pag.156

Sofa upholstered.
With armrests with lapels decoration.
Leg in solid wood ebonized.

HENRY sofa

Pag.17

Sofa circular upholstered in fabrics.
With armrests with lapels decoration.
Leg in solid wood ebonized.

HENRY ci rcu lar  sofa

Pag.10

Sofa upholstered capitonne’.
Basement and legs covered with leather.

VIV IEN sofa

Pag.140

Sofa upholstered.
Legs/basement col. bronze.

JACK sofa

Pag.44/46

Open bookcase lacquered.
Basement and inserts col. bronze.

PANTELLERIA bookcase

Pag.174

Bookcase in wood. Doors and drawers in leather.
Vertical and horizontal profiles col. bronze.
Backs in wood/technical fabric. Bottom of the drawers in 
technical fabric.

GATSBY bookcase system

Pag.59-67

Bookcase lacquered. Doors and drawers in walnut root.
Vertical and horizontal profiles col. bronze. Backs lacquered.
Bottom of the drawers in technical fabric.

GATSBY bookcase system 

Pag.199

Sofa upholstered moduled.
Legs/basement col. bronze.
With GRANT side table.

JACK modular  system sofa

Pag.46
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Big wall standing mirror/small wall mirror/round wall mirror.
Frame lacquered.
Inserts in beveled mirror. Natural mirror.

MIR 04 -  MIR 05 -  MIR 06 mir ror

Pag.326

Bedside lamp/table lamp/floor lamp in lacquered. 
Inserts col. bronze.

LINOSA lamp

Pag.295

Bedside lamp/table lamp/floor lamp.
Lampshade in fabric/leather.

SISSI  lamp

Pag.292

Big wall hanging mirror/small wall hanging mirror.
Frame lacquered.
Natural mirror.

MIR 07 -  MIR 08 mir ror

Pag.327

Wall mirror/free standing mirror.
Frame lacquered.
Natural mirror.

MIR 09 -  MIR 10 mir ror

Pag.327

Wall hanging mirror on panel.
Natural mirror.

MIR 11 -  MIR 12 mir ror

Pag.330

Big wall standing mirror.
Frame lacquered.
Inserts in natural mirror and wood/leather.

MIR 02 -  MIR 03 mir ror

Pag.328

Decorative totem in ebony with top in marble.
Column covered in mosaic with gold decoration.

GERONIMO to tem

Pag.121

Bookcase in wood. Details metal finishing.
Doors in nubuck. Back of niches in mirror.
Back in wood/bronze mirror.

DAISY bookcase system 

Pag.33-39

Bookcase with structure, doors and drawers lacquered.
Glass doors and solid wood.
Inserts in leather. Bottom of the drawers in technical fabric.

CAPRI bookcase system

Pag.75-81

Big wall standing mirror/small wall mirror.
Frame lacquered.
Inserts col. bronze. Natural mirror.

VANITY mir ror 

Pag.324

Wall standing mirror.
Frame lacquered.
Natural mirror with decoration.

MIR 01 mir ror

Pag.326
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Carpet in wool and silk, in different color
and three different measurements.

WILSON  carpet

Pag.314

Carpet in wool and silk, in different color 
and three different measurements.

HARDING  carpet

Pag.310

Carpet in wool and silk, in different color 
and three different measurements.

TAFT  carpet

Pag.312

Carpet plain, in different colors
and two different measurements.

METROPOL  carpet

Pag.316

Carpet plain, in different colors
and three different measurements.

SUITE  carpet

Pag.316

Carpet plain, in different colors
and two different measurements.

KHAMA  carpet

Pag.316

VANITY wardrobe
Wood wardrobe, internal structure tanganica wood with 
american walnut finishing.
Drawers in tanganica.
Back panel lacquered.
Inserts in leather.
Inserts and tips in col. bronze.
Optional lateral LED system lighting.

Pag.240

Lacquered walk-in closet.
Matt/glossy lacquered internal structure.
Drawers in lacquered wood/glass/leather.
Back panel in lacquered wood/technical fabric. 
Inserts in leather.
Drawers with bottom in technical fabric.
Optional lateral LED system lighting.

CAPRI walk- in c loset

Pag.260

Lacquered wardrobe, matt lacquered internal structure.
Drawers lacquered.
Back panel lacquered.
Drawers with bottom in technical fabric.
Inserts in leather.
Optional lateral LED system lighting.

CAPRI wardrobe

Pag.250
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Wood, lacquer, fabric and leather colours are not binding and may vary due to printing. Please refer to the company sets of samples. 

 reserves the right to modify the technical specifications of the products (sizes,finishes,leather and fabrics) 

featured in this catalogue at any time and without prior notice.

Doors in walnut/leather.
Drawers in walnut/leather.
Top in marble.
Back panel in marble.
Side in walnut/leather.

FAVIGNANA k i tchen

Pag.269-275

Doors and drawers in glossy ebony wood.
Inserts with rhombus pattern glossy lacquered.
Central insert in brass with logo.
Details in silver leaf.
Top in marble. Back panel in marble.

CARLOTTAPLUS k i tchen

Pag.277-289

C.201
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Via B. Buozzi, 46 
22060 Cabiate_Co Italy 
+39 031 766248 
+39 031 7690072 
minotti@minotticollezioni.it 
www.minotticollezioni.it

AD: A&R architects
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